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Abstract: Mirror symmetry breaking in systems composed of
achiral molecules is of importance for the design of functional
materials for technological applications as well as for the
understanding of the mechanisms of spontaneous emergence
of chirality. Herein, we report the design and molecular self-
assembly of two series of rod-like achiral polycatenar
molecules derived from a π-conjugated 5,5’-diphenyl-2,2’-
bithiophene core with a fork-like triple alkoxylated end and a
variable single alkylthio chain at the other end. In both series
of liquid crystalline materials, differing in the chain length at
the trialkoxylated end, helical self-assembly of the π-con-

jugated rods in networks occurs, leading to wide temperature
ranges (>200 K) of bicontinuous cubic network phases, in
some cases being stable even around ambient temperatures.
The achiral bicontinuous cubic Ia�3d phase (gyroid) is replaced
upon alkylthio chain elongation by a spontaneous mirror
symmetry broken bicontinuous cubic phase (I23) and a chiral
isotropic liquid phase (Iso1

[*]). Further chain elongation results
in removing the I23 phase and the re-appearance of the Ia�3d
phase with different pitch lengths. In the second series an
additional tetragonal phase separates the two cubic phase
types.

Introduction

Since their discovery in 1888, liquid crystalline (LC) materials
have undergone an astonishing development to the present
day. They are of great interest as stimuli-responsive and
switchable optical materials in displays,[1] photonics,[2] in
sensor,[3,4] and telecommunication applications,[5] for ion con-
ducting materials,[6] in organic electronics and photovoltaics,[7–9]

and in biomedicine for targeted drug delivery.[10–12] LC are
usually composed of an anisometric rigid rod-like or disc-like
core, providing orientational order, combined with a distinct
number of flexible alkyl chains, providing the mobility. In most
cases the alkyl chains are connected by ether linkages to the
rigid units. In contrast to these alkyl(oxy) chains the related

alkylthio chains were much less used, but nevertheless replac-
ing alkyl or alkoxy by alkylthio chains can often lead to
interesting new properties. For example, hexa(alkylthio)
triphenylenes were the first columnar LC for which photo-
conducting properties were reported.[13] Alkylthio tails were also
used to induce columnar and cubic phase formation in bent-
core mesogens.[14] 4-(Alkylthio)benzoic acids lead to enhanced
cybotactic nematic phase ranges compared to the related 4-n-
alkoxysubstituted compounds in hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular systems.[15,16] More recently, the thioether link-
age was shown to be advantageous for the design of
mesogenic dimers with wide ranges of the twist-bend nematic
phase.[17,18] Herein the effect of replacing alkyloxy chains of
polycatenar LCs by alkylsulfanyl (alkylthio) chains on LC self-
assembly and spontaneous mirror symmetry breaking is
reported. Polycatenar LCs are rod-like mesogens with multi
terminal chains, providing a transition between lamellar and
columnar self-assembly by modification of the chain volume.
These polycatenars have received significant interests due to
their rich mesomorphism including nematic, smectic, bicontin-
uous cubic (Cubbi) and columnar mesophases.[19–27] Cubbi phases
are optically isotropic LC with cubic 3D lattice, in most cases
occurring at the transition between lamellar and columnar
modes of self-assembly as a result of the increasing interface
curvature upon growing alkyl chain volume.[28–33] The double
gyroid with space group Ia�3d is the most common type of Cubbi

phases composed of two interwoven, but not interconnected
networks with three way junctions (Figure 1a,c).[34–37] In the case
of polycatenars the networks are formed by the π-conjugated
rods, whereas the flexible chains fill the space between the
networks. Because the rods are organized almost perpendicular
to the local network direction, their π-systems can overlap and
these networks provide 3D conduction pathways for charge
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transportation (see Figure 1), which makes these Cubbi phases
interesting for organic electronics applications.[7,38]

In this organization of the π-conjugated rods perpendicular
to the networks the rod-like units cannot align perfectly parallel,
because the overcrowding of the ends by the multiple alkyl
chains induces a twist (Figure 1d). Due to the network structure
the twist sense is synchronized along the networks,[59] leading
to a helical network with uniform chirality along the individual
nets. In the gyroid type Cubbi phase with Ia�3d space group the
twist is opposite in the two interwoven networks and thus
cancels out to an overall achiral structure.[39,40] However, recently
it was found that there is another type of Cubbi phase which is
chiral and forms conglomerates of chiral domains with opposite
handedness.[39–51] This is due to the triple network structure of
this Cubbi phase with space group I23 (Figure 1b),[52] previously
known as Im�3m.[53–57] In this case the network chirality cannot
cancel out and a conglomerate of chiral domains is observed. It
is noted that the transition from the achiral to the ambidextrous
chiral cubic phase might not only be due to the transition from
a racemic double network to a scalemic triple network phase. It
is also possible that this transition is accompanied by a
transition from an enantiophilic (racemate forming) self-
assembly in the double gyroid composed of two intrinsically
chiral enantiomorphic networks, to an enantiophobic (conglom-
erate forming) mode of self-assembly in the I23 phase with
three achiral networks. In the latter case the enantiophobic
helix-helix interaction become dominating, thus leading to
identical chirality in all three networks. Importantly, sponta-
neous mirror symmetry breaking and optical activity can be
even retained in the ambidextrous chiral isotropic liquid phases
(Iso1

[*]) occurring adjacent to the Cubbi phases with helical
network structure.[58–61]

The directed design of materials with application relevant
nano-scale morphologies and molecular properties for applica-
tions requires the fundamental understanding of the structure
property relationships. Especially the design of cubic phases
and helical network structures showing spontaneous mirror
symmetry breaking is still at the infancy and requires systematic
studies.[62] In order to investigate the effect of alkylthio chains
on the helical self-assembly of polycatenar compounds new
non-symmetric tetracatenar mesogens based on the π-con-
jugated rod-like 5,5’-diphenyl 2,2’-dithiophene unit (A10/n and
A6/n) were designed, synthesized, investigated and compared
with related alkoxy substituted compounds (Scheme 1).

Experimental

Synthesis

The synthesis of the tetracatenar phenol 6 (Scheme 1) was
conducted in a similar manner to that reported before by Suzuki
type boronate cross-coupling reaction,[58] while the synthesis of the
4-alkylthiobenzoic acids 8 was performed by Williamson ether-
ification of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid with different alkylbromides
followed by hydrolysis.[15] In the final step acylation of 6 with the
benzoyl chlorides 8 using triethylamine and a catalytic amount of
pyridine led to the target compounds A10/n and A6/n, as described
in the Supporting Information.

Investigation methods

Investigation of the obtained materials was conducted by polariz-
ing optical microscopy (POM) (Optiphot 2, Nikon microscope with a
Mettler FP82HT heating stage), differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC-7 and DSC-8000 Perkin Elmer, 10 K min � 1 peak temperatures
quoted in Table 1), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). In-house XRD was
carried out using CuKα radiation and a Vantec 500 area detector.
High-resolution small/wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS)
experiments were recorded on Beamline BL16B1 at Shanghai
Synchrotron Radiation Facility, SSRF. Experiments were carried out
on samples in 1 mm glass capillaries under the control of a
modified Linkam hot stage with a thermal stability within 0.2 °C.
The Pilatus 2 M detector was applied in the experiments. θ
calibration and linearization were testified by using several orders
of layer reflections from silver behenate and a series of n-alkanes.

Results and Discussion

Cubic phases

As can be concluded from Figure 2 and Table 1 all the
synthesized compounds exhibit wide LCs phase ranges with the
type of mesophases and their ranges depending on the length
of the chains at both ends of the molecules. All of the
polycatenars in series A10/n with three terminal decyloxy
chains at one end of the rod-like molecule and a growing
alkylthio chain at the other end exhibit Cubbi phases as
indicated from POM and XRD measurements. The cubic phases
are characterized by their uniformly dark appearance between
crossed polarizers as they are optically isotropic. The transition

Figure 1. a, c) The double network gyroid with Ia�3d space group and b) the
more complex triple network of the mirror symmetry broken I23 phase, the
two networks (blue and red) in a,c) are enantiomorphic, in b) are identical
and different from the yellow one; d) the development of the helical twist by
the clashing of end groups attached to rod-like cores in the networks; the
twist between the molecules along the network increases from a) to c),
resulting in a transition from the long pitch (Ia�3d (L)) (Low twist) via the I23
lattice to the short pitch Ia�3d (S) (high twist) phase. a–c) Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [42, 52].
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from the isotropic liquid to the cubic phase on cooling is
identified by a sudden increase of viscosity which is associated
with a DSC peak (Table 1 and Figure 3).

For all homologues, there is a 6–12 K supercooling of the
Iso–Cub transition compared to the Cub–Iso transition temper-
ature on heating which is a typical feature of cubic LC phases
with 3D periodicity (Table 1).[63] A series of sharp SAXS peaks
appear at the Iso-Cubbi transition, replacing the single diffuse
scattering observed in the isotropic liquid state. Based on the
positions of the scattering maxima two types of Cubbi phases
can be distinguished. For the short and long chain compounds
the two most intense scatters in the SAXS patters can be
indexed to the (211) and (220) reflections of an Ia�3d lattice with
lattice parameters acub around 11 nm (Figure 4a). This assign-
ment to an Ia�3d lattice is in line with the absence of chiral
domains in this achiral Cubbi phase (see Figure 5g,h, top right/
bottom left). In contrast, all compounds with an intermediate
chain length form conglomerate of chiral domains (Figure 5d–f).
For this Cubbi phase the SAXS pattern can be indexed to the
(321), (400), (330), (411) and (420) scatterings of an I23 lattice, as
shown in Figure 4d for compound A6/10 as an example. The
lattice parameter aCub is between 17.0 and 17.3 nm for
compounds A10/n, whereas for the compounds A6/n with
shorter apex chains it is 15.5–16.0 nm. At the Ia�3d to I23
transitions there is a 46–58% increase of the lattice parameter,

in line with the proposed transition from a double to a triple
network structure. The electron density (ED) map of this
Cubbi

[*]/I23 phase, reconstructed based on the diffraction
intensities show the complex triple network structure of the I23
phase of A6/10 as example (Figure 4d).

While in the series A10/n the Cubbi-Iso transition temper-
ature decreases with growing length of the alkylthio chain, the
phase range of the Cubbi phase at first decreases by chain
elongation (n=1!8) then it remains constant for n=10 and 12
and starts to increase again for n=14 (Figure 2). Interestingly,
the Ia�3d phase exhibited by the shorter homologues (A10/1
and A10/2) is completely removed and replaced by the I23
phase upon chain elongation (for n=4� 10) and then it re-
emerges again for derivatives with n�12. Therefore, it appears
that there are two types of the Ia�3d phase, one is a long pitch
(low twist) Ia�3d phase (Ia�3d(L)), favoured by short chains and the
other one is a short pitch (high twist) Ia�3d phase (Ia�3d(S)),
favoured by long chains and the two types are separated by
the I23 phase for medium chains. This sequence Ia�3d(L)-I23-Ia
�3d(S) is typically observed for homologous series of compounds
forming Cubbi phases, as for example in the ANBC-ns and BABH-
ns,[34,64–68] and recently also found for tapered 5,5’-diphenyl-2,2’-
dithiophenes upon increasing the volume of the apex sub-
stituent or increasing the size of an alicyclic ring at the
apex.[41,44]

Scheme 1. Synthesis of polycatenars under investigation. Reagents and conditions: i) DCC, DMAP, DCM, RT, stirring; ii) [Pd(PPh3)4], THF/sat. NaHCO3-solution,
reflux; iii) NBS, THF, RT, absence of light; iv) 1) absolute EtOH, KOH, H2n+1CnBr, 2) NaOH solution, reflux, 3) H+; v) 1) SOCl2, 2) Triethylamine, pyridine, DCM,
reflux.
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As shown in Table 1 all observed Cubbi phases represent
thermodynamically stable (enantiotropic) phases. For the short-
est two homologues A10/1 and A10/2 the Ia�3d phase is
observed both on heating and cooling over very wide temper-
ature range (>200 K) without any crystallization even after
storing the sample for several months. This makes these
materials of potential interest for applications which require
stable cubic phases around ambient temperature.

While there is a large jump of acub at the Ia�3d-I23 transitions,
the cubic lattice parameter remains almost constant in the Ia�3d
ranges of the short and long chain compounds. Within the I23
range acub first increases and then slightly decreases and
between the two Ia�3d ranges in the series of compounds A10/n
there is a difference of 0.6-0.7 nm with larger values for the
compounds with shorter chains (Figure 6a). This inverse
dependence of the lattice parameter on the chain length can
be interpreted as an effect of the chain volume on the twist
between the molecules. Accordingly, for molecules with shorter
chains the twist should be smaller, and with growing chain
length it should increase. As the distance between the junctions
is defined by acub as well as the valency of junctions and the
twist between them, there are geometric restrictions for the

twist between the molecules along the networks as the
molecular rods have to arrive almost parallel to each other at
each junction. This is in line with the development of the twist
angles in the distinct Cubbi phases (see Table 1 and Figure 6a)
calculated from the lattice parameters and the molecular
dimensions according to the equations developed in Ref. [52]
(see Table S7). In the series A10/n the twist angle (Φ) increases
from 7.8° in the Ia�3d phase of the shortest homologue A10/1,
approaches a value of 8.2 ° in the I23 phase, and this twist is
retained in the Ia�3d phases of the longest homologues. The
development of a chiral I23 phase in the contact region
between the achiral Ia�3d phases of the short compound A10/2
and the longest compound A10/14 (Figure 5g-i) confirms that
the Ia�3d phases of the two compounds are different from each
other, i. e. they represent long pitch Ia�3d(L) and short pitch
Ia�3d(S) phases, respectively.

[41,44,46]

The effect of temperature on the development of the helical
twist was also investigated in the cubic phase ranges of those
compounds located around at the Cubbi/Ia�3d-I23 transitions. As
shown in Figure 6b, the helical twist significantly increases from
n=2 to n=4 at the transition Ia�3d(L)!I23, while the T-depend-
ence is only small. In contrast, for the compounds with long

Table 1. Phase transitions of compounds A10/n and A6/n.[a]

Comp. m n Phase transitions T/°C [ΔH/kJ mol� 1] aCub/nm
(T/°C)

Φ/° 3 m+n

A10/1 10 1 H: Cr < 20 Cubbi/Ia�3d 212 [1.3] Iso
C: Iso 202 [1.0] Cubbi/Ia�3dCr < 20

11.5
(150)

7.8 31

A10/2 10 2 H: Cr < 20 Cubbi/Ia�3d 205 [1.1] Iso
C: Iso 200 [<0.1] Iso1

[*] 195 [0.8] Cubbi/Ia�3d
11.6
(150)

7.7 32

A10/4 10 4 H: Cr1 94 [14.3] Cr2 104 [3.1] Cubbi
[*]/I23 190 [1.3] Iso

C: Iso 189 [0.1] Iso1
[*] 184 [0.7] Cubbi

[*]/I23
17.0
(150)

8.2 34

A10/6 10 6 H: Cr 116 [40.6] Cubbi
[*]/I23 190 [2.5] Iso

C: Iso 182 [<0.1] Iso1
[*] 181 [1.9] Cubbi

[*]/I23 57 [22.2] Cr
17.3
(170)

8.1 36

A10/8 10 8 H: Cr 115 [37.9] Cubbi
[*]/I23 182 [2.3] Iso

C: Iso 176 [<0.1] Iso1
[*]174 [1.9] Cubbi

[*]/I23 72 [23.80] Cr
– – 38

A10/10 10 10 H: Cr 126 [43.7] Cubbi
[*]/I23 181 [2.6] Iso

C: Iso 172 [1.9] Cubbi
[*]/I23 96 [39.6] Cr

17.2
(150)

8.2 40

A10/12 10 12 H: Cr 126 [44.6] Cubbi/Ia�3d 181 [2.7] Iso
C: Iso 172 [1.9] Cubbi/Ia�3d 96 [41.1] Cr

10.9
(150)

8.2 42

A10/14 10 14 H: Cr 89 [37.0] Cubbi/Ia�3d172 [2.8] Iso
C: Iso 162 [1.9] Cubbi/Ia�3d 70 [39.3] Cr

10.9
(150)

8.2 44

A6/6 6 6 H: Cr 129 [34.2] Cubbi/Ia�3d 207 [2.2] Iso
C: Iso 204 [0.3] Iso1

[*] 190 [0.8] Cubbi/Ia�3d 78 [28.3] Cr
10.6
(150)

8.5 24

A6/8 6 8 H: Cr 121 [35.2] Cubbi/Ia�3d 198 [2.1] Iso
C: Iso 193 [0.4] Iso1

[*] 178 [0.5] Cubbi/Ia�3d 80 [23.2] Cr
10.6
(150)

8.5 26

A6/10 6 10 H: Cr 133 [50.7] Tet 155 [-] Cubbi
[*]/I23 192 [2.4] Iso

C: Iso 190 [0.4] Iso1
[*] 181 [0.8] Tet 85 [39.1] Cr

15.5
(150)

9.0 28

A6/12 6 12 H: Cr 85 [46.8] Cubbi
[*]/I23 193 [4.5] Iso

C: Iso 185 [<0.1] Iso1
[*] 183 [1.6] Cubbi

[*]/I23 82 [36.2] Cr
15.8
(140)

8.8 30

A6/14 6 14 H: Cr 103 [36.6] Cubbi
[*]/I23 191 [3.4] Iso

C: Iso 181 [2.4] Cubbi
[*]/I23 87 [40.5] Cr

16.0
(140)

8.7 32

[a] Peak temperatures as determined from 2nd heating (upper lines) and 2nd cooling (lower lines) DSC scans with rate 10 K/min.; Abbreviations: Cr=
crystalline solid; Iso= isotropic liquid; Iso1

[*] spontaneous symmetry broken ambidextrous chiral isotropic liquid phase; Cubbi/Ia�3d=achiral bicontinuous
cubic phase with Ia�3d space group; Cubbi

[*]/I23= ambidextrous chiral bicontinuous cubic phase with I23 space group; Tet=non-cubic 3D phase with
tetragonal symmtery; aCub= lattice parameter of the cubic phase; Φ= twist angle between adjacent rafts of molecules in the networks of the Ia�3d-phases;
Φ(Ia�3d)=70.5°/[0.354acub/0.45 nm], Φ(I23)=90°/[0.290acub/0.45 nm],[52] see Table S7 for the full set of structural data and Tables S1-S6 and Figures S3, S4 for
XRD data.
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chains (n=10,12), located around the I23!Ia�3d(S) transition,
there is a significant temperature dependence of the twist,
growing with rising temperature, as expected for thermal chain
expansion. However, there is only a surprisingly small difference
between the curves recorded for the Ia�3d(S) and I23 phases of
these two homologues (magenta and dark blue in Fig.6b). The
strong temperature dependence of Φ in these two cases
(especially if further extrapolated to lower T) could be explained
by a change of the chain flexibility. At low temperature there is
less conformational disorder and the elongation of the n-
alkylthio chain mainly contributes to the elongation of the
molecule, thus reducing the twist between the molecules. With
growing chain disorder at higher temperature, the contribution
to the molecular length decreases, whereas the contribution to
the lateral expansion of the n-alkyl chain grows and Φ
increases. For shorter RS chains (n=2,4) this temperature effect
on chain conformation is smaller (red and light blue in Fig.6b).

Decreasing the length of the chains at the trisubstituted
end from m=10 (A10/n) to m=6 results in the analogue series
A6/n (Table 1, Figure 2). This structural modification changes
slightly the transition temperatures and retains the Cubbi phases
observed in the series A10/n. However, in this series the chiral
Iso1

[*] phase is observed for compounds with n=6-12 in
relatively wide temperature ranges compared to the A10/n
series, meaning that the formation of the Iso1

[*] phase is
supported by short chains. As expected, in the series A6/n the

transition from Ia�3d to the triple network Cubbi
[*]/I23 phase

requires longer apex chains. The short pitch Ia�3d(S) region is not
reached (Figure 2) in this series because the apex chain length
is limited to n=14.

Interesting is the effect of the total chain volume on the
Cubbi phase type. Whereas in the series A10/n a total chain
volume corresponding to 32–34 CH2 units is required for the
Ia�3d!I23 transition, this transition requires only 26–28 CH2

units, i. e. 8 CH2 units less in the series A6/n (Table 1). This
means that, though chain elongation of all three chains at the
dendritic end provides a much larger increase of chain volume
than elongation of the single apex chain by the same number
of C-atoms, there is a stronger effect of the chain volume added
to the apex compared to the effect of the same chain volume
change at the branched end. A possible explanation could be
that the RS chains at the apex allow a larger conformational
flexibility, thus effectively requiring more space than the
conformationally more restricted RO chains at the tapered end.
Indeed for related tetracatenar compound with an RO instead
of the RS apex chains (B10/n) the Ia�3d!I23 transition takes
place at 34 CH2 units and for B6/n at 30–32 units.[69,70] These
values are much closer to each other due to the comparable
chain flexibility of the RO chains at both ends.

Figure 2. Phase transitions of the polycatenar compounds A10/n and A6/n
as observed on cooling with a rate of 10 K min� 1.

Figure 3. DSC heating and cooling traces recorded at 10 K min� 1 of
compounds: a) A10/4 and b) A6/10. The insets in a) and b) show enlarged
scale for the Iso-Iso1

[*]-LC transition on cooling.
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Non-cubic 3D phases

Another difference between series A10/n and A6/n is that in
the latter case an additional birefringent mesophase occurs at
the Ia�3d-I23 transition upon chain elongation, which is missing
in the series A10/n. On heating A6/10 under crossed polarizers
a transition from the crystalline phase to a highly viscous
isotropic mesophase takes place at T ~133 °C. Under slightly
uncrossed polarizers a conglomerate of dark and bright
domains can be easily detected which invert their brightness by
inversion of the direction of the polarizers, indicating the
chirality of this phase i. e. it is a chiral Cubbi

[*]/I23 phase. The
chirality of Cubbi

[*]/I23 is lost on further heating at the transition
to the fluid isotropic liquid (Iso). On cooling A6/10 from the
achiral Iso phase with a rate of 10 K. min-1 the chirality emerges
at ~181 °C, while the phase remains highly fluid as in ordinary
liquids, indicating the formation of an Iso1

[*] phase which exists
over ~7 K and transforms on further cooling to a birefringent
3D phase (Figure 7). Such birefringent mesophases with non-
cubic 3D-lattice were often observed in the vicinity of Cubbi

phases formed by polycatenar molecules and could have
tetragonal, orthorhombic or rhombohedral lattices,[42,64,71–74] the
most prominent being the SmQ phase,[53,75] and the S4 phase.
The 3D phase of A6/10 could be indexed to a tetragonal lattice

(Tet, see Figure S4). The lattice parameters of the tetragonal
phase are a=14.5 nm and c=18.9 nm which are close to acub=

15.5 nm in the I23 phase. This suggests that the tetragonal
phase is likely to result from a stretching of the I23 lattice along
one direction. The very similar unit cell volumes (3.72 nm3 for
I23 and 3.95 nm3 for Tet, see Table S7) and the optical
investigations, showing that the birefringence is relatively small,
are in line with this explanation. In the temperature range of all
Cubbi phases as well as in the Tet phase of A6/10, the WAXS is
completely diffuse with a maximum around 0.45 nm which
confirms LCs phases without fixed positions of the individual
molecules (see Figure S3).

Upon fast cooling (� 20 K min� 1) the Tet phase remains
over a temperature range of ~96 K until the onset of
crystallization at ~85 °C (Figure 7c). With cooling rates below
10 Kmin� 1 the Cubbi phase develops together with the Tet
phase (Figure 7b) and slowly replaces the Tet phase. This means
that the Tet phase is metastable with respect to the non-
distorted Cubbi

[*]/I23 phase. If the Tet phase is chiral or achiral
cannot be decided, because the linear birefringence of the Tet
phase is much larger than the possible effects of optical
rotation. However, it is likely to be a chiral phase as it occurs
between two mirror symmetry broken phases, Iso1

[*] and
Cubbi

[*]/I23.

Figure 4. SAXS diffractogram as recorded on heating: a) at 150 °C in the Cubbi/Ia�3d phase of A10/14; b) Reconstructed electron density map of A10/14 in
Cubbi/Ia�3d phase. c) at 170 °C in the Cubbi

[*]/I23 phase of A6/10 (for numerical data, see Table S2); d) Reconstructed electron density map of A6/10 in Cubbi
[*]/

I23 phase; for details of the ED reconstruction, see Section 4 and Figure S5 in the Supporting Information.
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Mirror symmetry broken isotropic liquids

Another interesting feature of series A10/n is the observation of
an additional transition between two different types of liquid
phases on cooling of A10/2-A10/8 before the transition to the
cubic phases (Table 1, Figure 3). On cooling compound A10/4,
as example, a broad feature occurs in the DSC traces in the
temperature range of the isotropic liquid phase, indicating a
liquid-liquid transition (Figure 3a). This broad transition is
followed by a sharp peak indicating the transition to the cubic
phase, associated with a sudden increase of the viscosity. In the
temperature range of the broad liquid-liquid transition the
emergence of mirror symmetry breaking could be detected by
the appearance of chiral domains under slightly uncrossed
polarizers (Figure 5a-c). Therefore, this mirror symmetry broken
isotropic liquid phase is assigned as Iso1

[*] phase and considered
as a kind of percolated liquid with a dynamic helical network
structure.[45] Interestingly, the Iso1

[*] phase appears beside the
achiral gyroid Ia�3d phase for A10/2 as well as beside the
ambidextrous chiral I23 phase for A10/4-A10/8. Its range
decreases with chain elongation (n=2!8) and is completely
removed for compounds A10/n with n�10. This Iso1

[*] phase is
also formed by compounds A6/6-A6/12, again associated with
the Ia�3d to I23 transition. As in the series A10/n the Iso1

[*] phase
is metastable, but the monotropic phase region observed on
cooling before the transition to the Cubbi (and Tet) phase is
broader (up to 14 K). The development of this phase from the
achiral isotropic liquid (Iso) apparently takes place in two steps
in this case, at about 202 °C there is the maximum of a very
broad and weak DSC feature, which we attribute to the Iso-Iso1

transition, associated with the growth of helical aggregates
fusing to local networks (Figure 3b). This Iso-Iso1 transition is
most clearly seen for A6/10, being directly at the Ia�3d to I23
transition and it is not so clear for the other compounds A6/n.
The peak at 190 °C is associated with the onset of long-range
chirality synchronization in the Iso1 range (Iso1-Iso1

[*] transition)
and the much larger peak at 180 °C indicates the transition to
the long range periodic Tet phase. That the mirror symmetry
broken Iso1

[*] phase appears in some cases above the achiral
double gyroid Ia�3d phase can be understood by thermal chain
expansion at the transition to the isotropic state. As this is
known to induce the transition from Ia�3d(L) to I23 (see above) it
is postulated that the local structure in the Iso1

[*] phase is I23-
like, leading to chiral conglomerate formation.

Comparison with related alkoxy substituted polycatenars

In Figure 8 some of the compounds synthesized herein are
compared with their analogues having alkoxy instead of the
alkylthio chains (Bm/n).[39,58] As shown in Figure 8 the same
phase types and phase sequences are observed in both series.
However, replacing S by O increases the Iso1

[*] ranges on the
expense of the Cubbi phases. For the pair A10/1, B10/1 an
increased stability of the cubic phase by replacing O by S is
observed, whereas for the compounds with longer chains at the
apex (n=6, 10) this order is reversed. The main effects of
replacing ether by thioether linkages are a decreased C� S� C
bonding angle (99°) compared to C� O� C (114°),[76] a changed
molecular shape from almost rod-like to more bent and an

Figure 5. Chiral domains observed in: a,c) Iso1
[*] phase of A10/2 at 198 °C; d,f) I23 phase of A10/4 at 150 °C; g,i) the induced I23phase in the contact regions

between the achiral Ia�3d phases of A10/2 and A10/14 at 170 °C. The textures in left and right columns are between slightly rotated polarizers and in the
middle column (b,e,h) are under fully (90°) crossed polarizers and therefore appear completely dark.
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increased C� S bond length (1.82 nm) compared to C� O
(1.45 nm).[76] The latter decreases the rotational barrier around
the C� S bonds compared to the C� O bonds (O� CH3:
11.3 kJmol� 1; S� CH3: 8.4 kJmol� 1) and thus increases conforma-
tional chain mobility.[77,78] Increased conformational chain dis-
order of arylthioethers is also supported by the decreased
conjugation of S with the benzene ring if compared with
related arylethers.[79] Moreover, the reduced electronegativity of

S compared to O leads to reduced dipolar intermolecular
interactions whereas its larger electric polarizability provides
stronger dispersion forces between the thioethers. In cases
where the conformation is biased, as in heterocycles, a strong
mesophase stabilizing effect of S compared to O of about 20 K
per S was observed.[80] In contrast, the enhanced conformational
flexibility around the C� S bonds reduces the stability of LC
phases if an alkyl chain is attached to a core unit via a thioether
linkage.[81,82] The increased stability of the LC phases of the short
chain compounds Am/n can be attributed to the increased
attractive dispersion forces provided by the larger sulphur. For
longer chains this stabilizing effect of S is compensated by its
mesophase destabilizing effect due to the increased conforma-
tional chain mobility and therefore the effect of replacing O by
S is reversed for the longer homologues. The increased chain
mobility is likely to also contribute to the reduced melting
points and reduced crystallization tendency of the thioethers,
which besides the suppression of birefringent phases causes a
widening of the Cubbi ranges in all cases.[15] (see Table 2).

Summary and Conclusions

The design, synthesis, and investigation of two new series of
5,5’-diphenyl-2,2’-bithiophene based polycatenars terminated
with thioether chains at the monosubstituted apex is reported.
The effect of the RS chain length on the development of helical
and mirror symmetry broken soft matter network phases was
investigated and compared to the related analogues terminated
with alkoxy chains. Depending on the length of the terminal
chain, the synthesized materials exhibit different types of LC
phase. Very wide ranges of cubic phases, even around room
temperature makes these compounds good candidates for
technological applications. Spontaneous mirror symmetry
breaking based on chirality synchronization in helical networks
was observed in the triple network cubic phase with I23
symmetry and in the isotropic liquid phase (Iso1

[*]).[59] The mirror
symmetry broken isotropic liquid is observed in both series of
compounds (A10/n and A6/n) for medium and short chain
compounds. For the series A10/n a phase sequence Ia
3char=0x00AFnotimplementedd(L)-I23-Ia�3d(S) with a chiral I23
phase between two achiral Ia�3d phases is observed with chain

Figure 6. Investigation of the cubic phases of compounds A10/n. a) Depend-
ence of the twist angle (Φ) and lattice parameter (acub) on RS chain length
(n); the twist angle (Φ) was calculated according to: Φ(Ia�3d)=70.5°/
[0.354acub/0.45 nm] and Φ(I23)=90°/[0.290acub/0.45 nm];[52] b) dependence
of Φ on the temperature.

Figure 7. Optical textures obtained for compound A6/10: a) and b) with a cooling rate of 10 K/min.; a) Tet phase at 174 °C; b) Tet+Cub at 125 °C and c) Tet
phase at 125 °C using a cooling rate of 20 K/min. Due to the very different appearance it is not clear from these investigations if the 3D phase formed on rapid
cooling is the same as on fast cooling only with a different alignment or a slightly different 3D phase.
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elongation. Mirror symmetry breaking was also induced upon
mixing two components forming achiral Ia�3d phases.[50] At the
Ia�3d(L)-I23 transition upon chain elongation a tetragonal phase
(Tet) is observed in the series A6/n, which is suggested to
represent a deformed version of the I23 lattice. The precise
structure of this Tet phase and related birefringent 3D phases
found in other series of polycatenar compounds require further
studies.
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